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ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Brad Michael Little is the youngest grandson of 
William James Shepherd. He lives in the United States 
and was born in Australia.  

At the end of 2010 he accidently stumbled on to an old 
family rumor that his maternal Grandfather was somehow 
related to the British Royal Family. 

The more he started to dig in to the mystery, the more he 
found it was possible.  

This had to be a mistake. 

However, he kept on investigating. The more evidence he 
found the more it pointed to it being true. It was truly a 
personal "out of body" experience to discover such a 
possible connection. 

He had to get to the truth. 

 

 

And finally during 2017 the truth was proven as to who 
his maternal Grandfather’s family line really was. He 
was indeed related to the British Royal Family. 
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COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

3rd Edition  
 

All rights reserved by the Author (Brad Michael Little). All 
concepts and ideas presented in this book remain the property 

of the Author. Any unauthorized broadcasting, public 
performance, copying or re-recording will constitute an 

infringement of copyright. 
 

All screenplay, movie, theatre and book derivative works of 
“THE KING’S SON (The Evidence)” without prior written 

permission from the Author will also constitute  
Copyright Infringement. 

 
This book may not be copied or reproduced in whole or part, 
stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by 

any means electronic, mechanical or other, without prior 
written permission from the Author. 

 
Published in the United States of America 

Copyright © 2017 Brad Michael Little 
 

Refer Chapter 16 for REFERENCE MATERIAL: 
COPYRIGHT POLICIES and PERMISSIONs;  

And Chapter 17 for REFERENCEs. 
 

Brief passages may be quoted for the purpose of articles, 
reviews and other literary works as long as book title, Author, 
publisher and the page number are included as the source of 

such passages. 
 

“Brad Michael Little, LLC” dba “Brad Michael Little” 
 

From time to time there may be News updates 
on “THE KING’S SON (The Evidence)”. 

Access www.The-Kings-Son.com for details68. 

 

http://www.the-kings-son.com/
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PROLOGUE 

This is the ultimate cold case, a 125 year old mystery 

hidden in plain sight.  

This book pieces the evidence together that William 

James Shepherd was closely related to a member of 

the British Royal Family.  

The case is built-up and includes clues that lead to a 

clear path forward - readied for a compelling 

conclusion and resolution to the mystery.  

If you like puzzles and a story that twists and turns with 

lots of detail – then you have the right book. If you like 

analysis with just a touch of mystery, then you also have the 

right book. If you want an “easy read” book, you may have 

the wrong book. 

This book is about determination to get to the bottom of a 

family rumor and mystery. 

This is a story of intrigue and challenge about a man who 

left enduring clues during his lifetime about his origins. The 

clues appear to have been left in a subliminal manner, and 

at times it was like participating in a movie somewhat like 

the “Da Vinci Code”, with clue after clue being uncovered 

together with their meaning.  

This book is about how my maternal Grandfather William 

James Shepherd mysteriously arrives in Australia in the 

early 1900’s, with the skills to be able to play the Double 
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Bass and then goes on to become Australia’s No. 1 

performer.  

And yet in 1901, he is Census listed as a “Pauper 

Inmate” (age 10) in a London Workhouse orphanage - 

straight out of the pages of the book “Oliver Twist”. 

William throughout his life, due to his looks and 

mannerisms, is often compared to various members of the 

then British Royal Family born in the late 1800’s / early 

1900’s. 

Even today some of William’s descendants continue to 

have comparisons made with various members of the 

current British Royal Family. 

DNA tests are used to set a test to prove the link, 

including the invention of a system and process that 

enables the parsing of atDNA in to the component 

ancestors of the DNA tester. It is a system and process 

that DNA testing companies may be interested to 

implement as a tool – refer Chapter 8.3. 

The suspense in determining what is true and what is false 

– together with the patience needed to try to obtain DNA 

matches, makes for very interesting twists and turns, as the 

story progresses. 

So based on the evidence collected and presented in this 

book ……. Was William James Shepherd indeed 

related to the British Royal Family? 

Please read on …….  
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The Puzzle as to who my Grandfather’s paternal 

family line was is ultimately solved in the new Parts 4, 

5 and 6 of this 3rd Edition of this book. It was solved 

after years of part time investigation and the initial 1st 

and 2nd Editions of this book being published.  

This 3rd Edition proves William James Shepherd’s 

close relationship to the British Royal Family, as my 

Grandfather is shown to be a maleline descendant of 

the House of “xyz” – refer Chapters 8 onwards for the 

answer. 

 

If you have previously read the 2nd Edition of this 

book, you may wish to skip forward to Chapter 7, and 

pick up the story from there with all its new material. 

The 2nd Edition was 200 pages whereas this 3rd Edition 

is 550 pages – noting they are small 9” x 6” pages. 

As a result of this investigation additional Royal 

Haplogroups have now been discovered and are 

documented in Chapter 10. There are some major 

surprises. 

This 3rd Edition is now available for the wider 

Genealogical Community to review; critique and 

hopefully agree with my conclusions regarding who 

William James Shepherd’s father was. 

Brad Michael Little - September 2017 
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APPENDIX 2 –  

WAS KAYE’S GRANDFATHER AN 

OLDENBURG? 

1. Introduction 

As some folks may know, I have been researching the story 

of my maternal Grandfather (William James Shepherd) 

since 2010. I then published the 1st Edition of The King’s 

Son (The Evidence) in 2012. 

As a result of this, and as my “profile” has grown, I have 

been contacted by a number of people over the years, who 

believe they are also related to the BRF (British Royal 

Family) somehow. One such person was “Kaye”, who first 

contacted me in March 2012. 

We sporadically kept in touch over the years, as she 

monitored the progress of my research from afar. Kaye’s 

story was always credible to me, based on my now 

extensive experience having dealt with a lot of people who 

claim all sorts of Royal connections. Kaye also had shared 

some photographic information - which reinforced her 

story to me. However, detailed DNA proof trumped all, 

and at that time she did not have it. 

After I had published my 3rd Edition in September 2017, 

Kaye purchased a copy of the book and read it from cover 

to cover. Kaye then again reached out to me in November 

2017. 
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From that new discussion, Kaye started to reveal additional 

information relating to her father and his DNA results that 

she had gathered over the years. There was something 

about her story that still intrigued me, plus a good dose of 

intuition (and data pattern recognition) that I have now 

developed in this DNA field. I know this drives many of 

the DNA scientist and experts’ nuts that some of my initial 

research is so based.  

Coincidently, at the same time I was reading about the 

DNA analysis of the Ancient Roman skeletons found in 

Driffield Terrace, near York, England – refer Section 3 of 

this Appendix 2. This is where “the dots” began to join 

up for me regarding Kaye’s Story. 

Kaye and her family wish to remain anonymous for the 

time being, maybe forever – this is their call. Just as I have 

done for a number of folks in the past – I am their filter / 

firewall. I never reveal my source, this is my word – and my 

word is my bond. 

This Appendix 2 is a joint effort between Kaye and I. 

 

2. Kaye’s Story – in her own words 

“When I was in my late teens, I was visiting my paternal 

grandmother in hospital one time. She was looking at a 

women’s magazine with a photograph of Queen Elizabeth 

II on the front. The family all commented on the likeness 

of the Queen to my sister and me. Then my grandmother 
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said that her long-deceased husband, Reginald Solesbury (b. 

1894), (my paternal grandfather) had always maintained 

that he was related to the British Royal Family but she had 

never believed him. However, looking at the photograph of 

the Queen and seeing the likeness to her granddaughters 

she was starting to wonder whether there was something in 

what her husband had said.  

When I asked her how the topic had come up with her 

husband, she said that she had found a whole lot of 

newspaper cuttings on the funeral of King George V 

hidden in his trunk one time. When she had asked him why 

he kept the cuttings he said he was keeping them for his 

eldest son (my father) as King George V was a relative.  

 

This information resonated with me as my nickname at 

school had been Princess Anne - the girls at school thought 

I looked a lot like the Queen’s daughter - and inspired me 

to do some research into my grandfather’s background to 

try to find the connection. 

I found out that my great grandparents had lived in 

Richmond, Surrey in England. I applied for my 

grandfather’s birth certificate (below).  When my 

grandfather was born they were living in Grove Road, 

Richmond. 
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However, before that – in 1891 and possibly even when my 

grandfather was conceived - they were living in Charlotte 

Place in Richmond. Charlotte Place was on the corner of 

Queens Road and Marshgate Road (now Sheen Road).  

 

Below is the Census return for his family in 1891. 
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Further research proved that Richmond had a long and 

constant connection with the British Royal Family with 

many Royal residences found in the area. Of particular 
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interest to me were the ones occupied by members of the 

British Royal Family in the 1890s and in the vicinity of 

Grove Road and Sheen Road where my great grandparents 

were living.  

Perhaps one of the most famous Royal residences in 

Richmond is White Lodge in Richmond Park – just a walk 

through the park from Grove Road. This was originally 

built as a hunting lodge for King George II. However in 

the 1890s it was occupied by the Duke and Duchess of 

Teck and their family. The Duchess of Teck – Princess 

Mary Adelaide of Cambridge – was a granddaughter of 

King George III on her paternal side and a member of the 

Hesse-Kassel dynasty on her maternal side.  

Their daughter, Princess May, was courted by both Prince 

Eddy and then Prince George (after Eddy’s death) - sons of 

the then Prince and Princess of Wales (later King Edward 

VII and Queen Alexandra). Queen Alexandra was the 

daughter of King Christian IX of Denmark – a descendant 

of the ancient Oldenburg family. Queen Alexandra was also 

a Hesse-Kassel on her mother’s side. 

Another of the Prince and Princess of Wales’ children - 

Princess Louise – was living with her husband, the Duke of 

Fife, at East Sheen Lodge in the early 1890s. This was a 

short walk across East Sheen Common from Charlotte 

Place (see map below). In fact, it was here in the garden of 

East Sheen Lodge that Prince George (later King George 

V) proposed to Princess May on May 3rd, 1893. My 

grandfather was conceived around that time. I had often 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Princess_Mary_Adelaide_of_Cambridge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Princess_Mary_Adelaide_of_Cambridge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_III_of_the_United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_IX_of_Denmark
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wondered whether King George V was my grandfather’s 

father. In those initial years of my research DNA testing 

was not heard of. 

 
 
 

 

For many years I lived with the idea that King George V 

may have been my great grandfather as my grandfather 

believed he was related to him and my research had put 

him in very close proximity to my great grandmother when 

my grandfather was conceived. It was for this reason I was 

drawn to the research that Brad Michael Little was doing 

1890s map of Richmond with places where my great grandparents 

lived and Royal residences highlighted 
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on his own grandfather and his possible connection to 

King George V. I made contact with Brad Michael Little 

and I have been very grateful for his interest in my story 

and his perseverance in researching Royal DNA. 

By this time I had had my father’s Y-DNA tested (whose 

name was also Reginald Solesbury b.1925) and I waited 

with great anticipation for the results when Brad had 

tracked down a Coburg descendant who had agreed to do a 

Y-DNA test. This Coburg descendant would have the same 

Y-DNA as King George V whose paternal grandfather was 

Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. When the results 

came back there was no match with my father’s Y-DNA 

results (see below): 

 
(Refer Appendix 15.22 for a larger image) 
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However, uploading my father’s Y-DNA to Ysearch, I 

discovered another interesting comparison – which 

compared Tsar Nicholas II’s Y-DNA STR’s (as shown 

below): 

 
Extract from Wikipedia 

 
The comparison indicated a GD=2 @ 16 markers, with the 

difference on the STRs being DYS456 and Y-GATA-H4. 

DYS635 matching requires the Reginald Solesbury 67 

marker test to be upgraded to 111 markers to make the 

comparison.  

On the limited Y-DNA evidence available it would appear 

that my father’s – and hence, my grandfather’s – Y-DNA is 

only 2 to that of Tsar Nicholas II of Russia. The Romanovs 

are a branch of the ancient House of Oldenburg family – as 

are the Danish Royal Family, AND the Mountbatten-

Windsor’s i.e. Prince Philip, Prince Charles, Prince William 

and Prince Harry. Refer Attachment 15.22 for a larger 

image, for easier viewing, of the Y-DNA STRs. 

It remains to be fully investigated as to how my grandfather 

could be related to the Oldenburgs or Romanovs. Were any 

of the Romanovs or the Danish Royals visiting their 

relatives in Richmond at the time of my grandfather’s 

conception? Princess Louise, living in East Sheen Lodge 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicholas_II_of_Russia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Romanov
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Oldenburg
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nearby, had Romanov cousins through her maternal aunt, 

Princess Dagmar of Denmark - who had married Tsar 

Alexander III of Russia. These were the parents of Tsar 

Nicholas II. She also had Danish uncles and cousins (who 

would all have the Oldenburg Y-DNA) - the brothers and 

nephews of her mother, Queen Alexandra.  

It is well documented that Tsar Nicholas II went to 

England for Prince George’s wedding to Princess May of 

Teck on July 6th, 1893. How early he went to England has 

been hard to find, however, he was in England long 

enough to also pay a visit to the House of Commons as 

mentioned on page 49 of Ann Morrow’s book, Cousins 

Divided : George V and Nicholas II (Sutton Publishing, Stroud, 

2006), 

Princess Alexandra’s family also attended the wedding 

and her brother, Waldemar (b. 1858), stayed for a 

holiday with her. On page 193 of David Duff’s book, 

Alexandra: Princess and Queen (Sphere Books, London, 1981), 

he writes: 

“Ten days after the wedding she [Alexandra] arrived at the 

Big House [Sandringham], bringing with her; her father, 

mother and brother Waldemar”.  

So we know that these two sets of families – with similar 

Y-DNA to my grandfather – were in England in mid-1893. 

If my grandfather was not born premature, he would have 

been conceived (as mentioned earlier) around the end of 

April/beginning of May 1893. However, if he was a bit 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince_Valdemar_of_Denmark
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premature, he could have been conceived closer to the date 

of the wedding. How long before the wedding were these 

Oldenburg descendants around? I have not yet been able to 

determine. 

To help assist narrowing the field of potential candidates, I 

have written to the Windsor Castle archives and asked for 

the list of Prince George / Princess May wedding 

attendees. I do not know if such a list exists, and to date 

they have not yet replied.”  

 

3. Driffield Terrace 

In 2004, ~80 Ancient Skeletons were found under a street 

called No.3 and No.6 Driffield Terrace, near York, 

England. The region around present day York in Roman 

times was a major center, with this Driffield Terrace 

cemetery being on the western outskirts of Eboracum (now 

called York) - a Roman legionary fortress and settlement 

that was one of the largest in Britain in 211 AD.  

Approximately half the skeletons were beheaded, and most 

of them bore the scars of multiple battles on their bones. 

In popular discourse, however, the "Headless Romans", as 

they were quickly dubbed by the media, have been variably 

interpreted as the remains of slaves, foreign soldiers, 

gladiators or high status Roman citizens that had been 

executed during the power struggle that ensued following 

the death of the Emperor Septimius Severus at Eboracum 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Septimius_Severus
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in 211 AD (Potts, 2006; Gore and Tucker, 2005; Hunter-

Mann, 2006; York Archaeological Trust, 2010). 

The bones were carefully excavated and catalogued.  

Several articles have been written, and I have captured a 

few web-links relating to this topic below: 

https://images.nature.com/full/nature-

assets/ncomms/2016/160119/ncomms10326/extref/nco

mms10326-s1.pdf 

https://www.yorkarchaeology.co.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2016/01/Kurt-Web-Doc.pdf 

https://www.yorkarchaeology.co.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2015/08/Mueldner-et-al-2011-Headless-

Romans-JAS-Accepted.pdf 

https://sites.google.com/site/wheatonsurname/beginners-

guide-to-genetic-genealogy/lesson-18-exploring-the-y-

haplotree-with-a-real-life-example 

https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2016/01/160119-

gladiator-headless-skeletons-dna/ 

There are many more papers written. Below I have 

provided more details regarding Severus, as I think there is 

a good chance that these skeletons are “linked” to him. 

Wikipedia records some details regarding Emperor 

Septimius Severus death at Eboracum. The article records: 

“He [Severus] withdrew to Eboracum and died there in 211 

https://images.nature.com/full/nature-assets/ncomms/2016/160119/ncomms10326/extref/ncomms10326-s1.pdf
https://images.nature.com/full/nature-assets/ncomms/2016/160119/ncomms10326/extref/ncomms10326-s1.pdf
https://images.nature.com/full/nature-assets/ncomms/2016/160119/ncomms10326/extref/ncomms10326-s1.pdf
https://www.yorkarchaeology.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Kurt-Web-Doc.pdf
https://www.yorkarchaeology.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Kurt-Web-Doc.pdf
https://www.yorkarchaeology.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Mueldner-et-al-2011-Headless-Romans-JAS-Accepted.pdf
https://www.yorkarchaeology.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Mueldner-et-al-2011-Headless-Romans-JAS-Accepted.pdf
https://www.yorkarchaeology.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Mueldner-et-al-2011-Headless-Romans-JAS-Accepted.pdf
https://sites.google.com/site/wheatonsurname/beginners-guide-to-genetic-genealogy/lesson-18-exploring-the-y-haplotree-with-a-real-life-example
https://sites.google.com/site/wheatonsurname/beginners-guide-to-genetic-genealogy/lesson-18-exploring-the-y-haplotree-with-a-real-life-example
https://sites.google.com/site/wheatonsurname/beginners-guide-to-genetic-genealogy/lesson-18-exploring-the-y-haplotree-with-a-real-life-example
https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2016/01/160119-gladiator-headless-skeletons-dna/
https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2016/01/160119-gladiator-headless-skeletons-dna/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Septimius_Severus#Death_(211)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eboracum
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AD [age 65]. Although his son Caracalla continued 

campaigning the following year, he soon settled for peace. 

The Romans never campaigned deep into Caledonia again: 

they soon withdrew south permanently to Hadrian's Wall”. 

Is there a relationship between this historic Roman 

pullback from Caledonia, and the burials in Driffield 

Terrace? 

The article referenced above indicates that Severus was 

buried in Rome, but his remains are now lost. However, a 

different Wikipedia article says he was cremated in 

Eboracum, and then his bones possibly buried on a hill 

west of modern York, known as Severus Hill. 

Looking back further in history, it is interesting to review 

that Severus came to power in 193 AD – which was a 

tumultuous year in Roman politics. It was named “Year of 

the Five Emperors”. Eventually Severus became THE 

Emperor during 193 AD, and went on to found the 

Severan Dynasty. His power base was the Pannonian 

legions, which is a territory of present day western 

Hungary, which had been invaded by Celtic tribes (400 

BC). 

 

Below is an extract from one of the documents, showing 

the locations of the Driffield Terrace sites, along with some 

of the exact layouts for key skeletons: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caracalla
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caledonia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eboracum#Visiting_emperors
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eboracum#Visiting_emperors
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Year_of_the_Five_Emperors
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Year_of_the_Five_Emperors
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Severan_dynasty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pannonia
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Four of the skeletons are of particular interest, together 

with their YDNA SNP Haplogroup information: 

6DRIF-3: 
U106>Z156>Z306>Z304>DF98>S1911>S1894> 
FGC14823>~FGC14814 
 
3DRIF-16: U106>Z156>Z306>Z304>DF96>L1 
 
6DRIF-21: P312>Z290>L21>DF63 
 
6DRIF-23: P312>DF19 

The first two (i.e. 6DRIF-3 and 3DRIF-16) are interesting 
because DF98 is an ancestor of “Wettin Man” – refer 
Chapter 8.2 and DF96 a branched relative. 6DRIF-3 is 
much closer to Wettin Man (but still a distant relative by 
several hundred years). We know that Wettin Man is 
U106>Z381>Z156>Z306> 
Z304>DF98>S18823>S22069>S8350>Y17443>BY3238. 

Therefore 6DRIF-3 is remotely male-line related to Wettin 
Man. Refer extract diagram from Dr. Iain McDonald’s The 
King’s Cluster document: 

 

http://www.jb.man.ac.uk/~mcdonald/genetics/kings-cluster.pdf
http://www.jb.man.ac.uk/~mcdonald/genetics/kings-cluster.pdf
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We do not know if these two men are Autosomal DNA 
(atDNA) related though. 
 
The third (i.e. 6DRIF-21) is located on the Ytree.net on a 
small high level stub called DF63. Based on my research, 
the higher up the Ytree.net your SNP branches off – the 
more exclusive it is. This is exactly the “signature” that 
Royalty has promoted by intermarrying in to their own 
class over the millennia.  Based on the data, his ancestor is 
the progenitor of the Lennox Cluster. I am sure this team 
must be doing more analysis based on this important lead. 
 
The fourth (6DRIF-23) is interesting for a few reasons. He 

was buried close to 6DRIF-3 and 6DRIF-21 right near the 

“burial mound”. Also per one of the web-links I included 

above, Supplementary Table 12 indicates pairwise identity-

by-state rank correlation out of a set 7 skeletons – which 

include 6DRIF-3, 3DRIF-16, 6DRIF-21 and 6DRIF-23. 

Ok – so what has Septimius Severus and Driffield Terrace 

got to do with Kaye’s Story?  

Well - last but not least, 6DRIF-23 IS CLOSELY 

RELATED TO THE MALELINE ANCESTOR OF 

KAYE’S FATHER and GRANDFATHER. In my 

earlier discussions with Kaye, I had discovered that she had 

taken the BIG Y test for her father (Reginald Solesbury – 

Kit No. 136272) – just hadn’t had it added to the Ytree.net. 

Based on SNP information she provided to me, I looked 

up the Ytree.Net and worked out where he will roughly fall 

– and then I spotted 6DRIF-23. Coincidently, at the same 

http://www.ytree.net/DisplayTree.php?blockID=5
https://www.familytreedna.com/groups/mac-farlane/about/background
https://images.nature.com/full/nature-assets/ncomms/2016/160119/ncomms10326/extref/ncomms10326-s1.pdf
https://images.nature.com/full/nature-assets/ncomms/2016/160119/ncomms10326/extref/ncomms10326-s1.pdf
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time I was reading about Driffield Terrace for the first time 

of the U106 Yahoo blog, and I was able to join the dots. 

Below is an extract from Ytree.net, so you can easily see the 

connection: 

 

http://www.ytree.net/DisplayTree.php?blockID=183
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This meant that Reginald Solesbury’s maleline ancestor 

(SNP 27021806-A-G - age being ~0 AD) was the 5th Great 

Grandparent of 6DRIF-23 (who died in 211 AD). This 

assumes 100 years per SNP and 33 years per generation. 

It meant that if Reginald Solesbury was an Oldenburg - 

then so was 6DRIF-23. It also means that the Oldenburg 

ancestors were associated with the Wettin Line ancestors 

going back to 211 AD. 

Additionally, looking at the Ytree.net chart – we can see 

that Solesbury (Kit No. 136272) shares the same stall with 

Worrall (Kit No. 737019 – a relatively recent kit number). 

Again, assuming SNP 27021806-A-G age is ~0 AD, and 

using 100 years per SNP – the split at 22476563-C-T is age 

1400 AD. Refer to Section 4 of this Appendix 2 for more 

discussion on this. 

 

Before now, we only knew that that the Oldenburg (or 

derivative cadet branches such as Holstein) and Wettin 

lines were associated going back to ~1300 AD – as this is 

what the known paper trail shows. The paper trail then 

runs dry, with an increasing number of Unknown’s 

showing on the European Royal Ancestral Tree. 

The Oldenburg Progenitor’s Wikipedia page states: 

“Elimar married Rixa who according to the annals of Stade 

was the daughter of Dedi or Adalger. 

https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/tree/43881109/family/pedigree
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The name of Elimar is found in a charter dating from 1108. 

His wife claimed that he was descended from Wittekind, a 

notable defender of the Saxons and the chief opponent of 

Charlemagne during the Saxon Wars of 777 to 785, but 

there is no other evidence for this.”  

 

We appear to be able to go back even further – based on 

using Ancient DNA Matching. Further to my paper 

“Appendix 1: Chapter 10.15 Follow-on”, I can now better 

show how the Ancient DNA match between the 

Oldenburg and Wettin line (refer Attachment 15.23) shows 

how the Ancient Man code-named NE5 from Hungary 

(aka Pannonia) born ~5000 BC shares a common heritage 

across both Wettin and Oldenburg Royal lines. For this to 

be true – then all these European Royal Families must have 

been strongly and extremely interbreeding with each other 

over and over - for thousands of years. Much more 

analytical work is needed to be done regarding the 

Appendix 1 hypothesis, and the analysis is still far away 

from being conclusive. It is intriguing though - hence this is 

an initial lead only. It may be wrong. It is certainly 

controversial. 

 

Whilst we are in major speculation mode (which the 

Ancient DNA – Appendix 1 certainly is), let me just 

examine a bit more regarding Septimius Severus power 

base – these Pannonian legions. Wikipedia states that 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Widukind
http://the-kings-son.com/ancient_dna_-_hesse_and_wettin_lines
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Severus was proclaimed Emperor by his Legion XIV 

Gemina. 

This Legion has a long association with both Pannonia and 

Britain. Were the skeletons at Driffield Terrace, Roman 

soldiers from the XIV Gemina? Maybe – proof is needed, 

as I wasn’t able to determine exactly which Legion was in 

Britain with. Septimius Severus. 

 

I do hope experts who are fully across all the analysis and 

documentation re the Driffield Terrace project, read this 

paper – and then reassess their findings, through the prism 

of the information presented in this Appendix 2 paper. I 

have provided some additional leads – some may lead 

somewhere, some may not. 

 

4. Y-DNA STR Analysis 

As you are aware, and per Section 2 of this Appendix 2, 

there were two different branches (i.e. the Russian 

Romanovs and the Danish Oldenburgs) of the same 

maleline Y-DNA progenitor i.e. Egilmar I, Count of 

Oldenburg b.1040. 

So – if Reginald Solesbury (Kit No. 136272) is indeed an 

Oldenburg - then which Oldenburg Royal line does he 

come from? If we consider his GF to be Tsar Nicholas II 

b. 1868 – then a GD=2 @ 16 markers does not appear to 

be a close enough match for the Tsar to be a logical 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Septimius_Severus#Rise_to_power
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legio_XIV_Gemina
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legio_XIV_Gemina
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elimar_I,_Count_of_Oldenburg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elimar_I,_Count_of_Oldenburg
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candidate. Consider that with reference to Chapter 7.4, 

there is GD=1 @ 37 markers between the two Wettin 

Men, and their common ancestor was born in 1750 AD. 

Hence I believe we can rule out the Russian Romanov line 

as the prospective father of Reginald Solesbury b. 1894. 

Let us now review the Danish Oldenburg option. The 
common ancestor between these two different Romanov 
and Danish Oldenburg branches is Frederick I – King of 
Denmark and Norway b. 1471. So let us assume the 
grandfather of Reginald Solesbury b. 1925 was say Prince 
Waldemar of Denmark (sister to Alexandra – Princess of 
Wales, wife to the future King Edward VII) b. 1858. 
 
Again with reference to Chapter 7.4, using the same 

Genealogical Calculator (from the genealogist Ann Turner) 

shows that for a 16 marker test (using a mutation rate of 

0.0034 – same parameter as previously used), with 25 

“transmission events” i.e. 12 from King Frederick I b.1471 

to Nicholas II b.1868 and 13 from King Frederick I b.1471 

to Prince Waldemar through to Reginald Solesbury b. 1925, 

the following is the probability function of "what a match 

looks like" i.e. 0 GD (26%) ; 1 GD (35%); 2 GD (24%); 3 

GD (11%); 4 GD (4%); 5 GD (1%); 6 GD (0.2%) @ 16 

markers. 

So given it was GD=2 @ 16 markers – it is a reasonable 
result. GD=1.4 is what the Genealogical Calculator works 
out as the most likely result. As I have discovered from 
past experience, Ann’s calculator seems to be quite 
accurate, so the result it shows – is consistent with the data 
I have assumed. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederick_I_of_Denmark
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederick_I_of_Denmark
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince_Valdemar_of_Denmark
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince_Valdemar_of_Denmark
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexandra_of_Denmark
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexandra_of_Denmark
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Hence the above is consistent with Reginald Solesbury 
being a Danish Oldenburg. However, the data is not 
conclusive enough to “take it to the bank”, by any means. 
 
Referencing back to my prior SNP aging analysis in  

Section 2 of this Appendix 2,  Solesbury (Kit No. 136272) 

and Worrall (Kit No. 737019) split at SNP 22476563-C-T is 

age ~ 1400 AD. This is approximately the same age as 

Frederick I – King of Denmark and Norway b. 1471. 

Hence it is possible, IF Solesbury is a Danish Oldenburg – 

then Worrall is a Russian Romanov. 

I hope that Worrall steps forward and enlightens us as 

to his ancestral history, so that we can better 

triangulate our other data presented in this Appendix. 

 
 
I also decided to share the Y-DNA results and a draft of 
this paper with Dr. Iain McDonald, to get his scientific 
analytical eye to review it. He is always crystal clear in his 
analysis, and not swayed by “author’s blind”. This is where 
an author who has just spent hours or even months 
investigating a topic becomes so invested in getting a result 
– that they become blind-sided to the facts presented by 
the data. Naturally the current authors would never fall 

foul of such a condition .  
  
Dr. Iain McDonald’s comments follow: 
“The Oldenburg sample shows four mutations from the R-
L11 ancestral values (Western Atlantic modal haplotype) 
[L11 being the father of U106 and P312]. These are: 
DYS391 from 11 to 10, DYS439 from 12 to 11, Y-GATA-

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederick_I_of_Denmark
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H4 from 11 to 12 and DYS635 from 23 to 24. 
Unfortunately, none of these mutations is particular rare, 
either in isolation or combination, so a specific Haplogroup 
within R1b-M269 cannot realistically be obtained. Reginald 
Solesbury's sample contains the first two of these 
mutations, but not the third; the fourth is not available for 
comparison. Hence, we cannot use a specific Y-STR motif 
to place him in the same Haplogroup as the Oldenburg 
sample either. 
 
A genetic distance of 2/16 may indicate a close 
relationship. Using Dean McGee's implementation of 
Bruce Walsh's binomial-theorem TMRCA estimator, one 
can identify that two people with this genetic distance on 
these markers would normally be related around 900 years 
ago, but with a possible range of around 200 to around 
3000 years, depending on the number of mutations that 
happen in that line, the exact Y-STR mutation rates chosen 
(published estimates vary by about 15%), and the average 
length of a generation (here I assume 28-35 years). 
 
While this may indicate a relationship close enough to be 
genealogically interesting, two factors mean a close 
connection is unlikely. The first factor is the number of 
possible cousins. In a blind match like this, a person has 
many more Y-DNA cousins related 3000 years ago than 
they do 200 years ago. This means that the above estimator 
is biased: relationships are much more likely to be at the 
older end of this range than the younger end. The second 
factor is that the same mutations to occur in two different 
lines, making relationships appear much closer than they 
actually are. 
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To estimate the likelihood of this, I have taken 8845 Y-STR 
results from the R1b Gateway project, and computed their 
genetic distances from the Oldenburg sample. The average 
genetic distance is 5.64 in 16 markers. A genetic distance of 
two or fewer markers is found in 205 (2.3%) of the 
samples, meaning this is a relatively close match. However, 
even matches at a genetic distance of one (17 results, 0.2%) 
are spread across the whole of R1b-M269, among a large 
number of unrelated families, and including all three major 
branches of R-L11. 
 
This indicates that this level of genetic similarity is only 
sufficient to say the Oldenburg and Solesbury families are 
related at some point in the last 5000 years. I would 
estimate the chances of a Y-DNA connection between 
these two families since Classical times to be a few percent 
at most. The likelihood of a relationship within the last few 
hundred years, as proposed, can be found by multiplying 
this few-percent probability by the probability of gaining a 
genetic distance of 2/16 over this period (also a few 
percent), i.e., the probability of Mr. Solesbury being a male-
line member of the House of Oldenburg is essentially 
zero." 
 
 
Ok. So we don’t have a slam dunk result based on the STR 
data. The tantalizing challenge for years regarding these 
Tsar Nicholas II Y-DNA STR markers is that there have 
only been 17 markers to use as a baseline to compare 
against. Going from 17 to 67 markers isn’t just increasing 
the clarity by four times – rather it is more like four to the 
power of four i.e. sixty four times, and we do have this 
information available at present. 
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Also, I’m afraid the only folks available to try to compare 
against atDNA – was my close family, my work colleague 
Cory and Simon Coburg. I sure wish some more known 
Royalty would test and publically declare their results - but 
they haven’t – so far. 
 
 

5. atDNA Analysis 

Based on the evidence I had collected so far, I decided to 

use the same atDNA Analysis techniques I developed and 

published in The King’s Son (The Evidence) (3rd Edition) 

to assess the connection between Reginald Solesbury and 

my close family; and also with Simon Coburg (aka Wettin 

Man). 

I do understand that my methodology and techniques have 

not yet gained acceptance within the Genealogical 

Community. I understand and respect this – and agree with 

it. More time and analysis is needed before this can occur. 

These techniques also might only apply for the use case 

applicable for Royal lineages (who have been interbreeding 

for perhaps thousands of years on some lines) and Noble 

lineages (who have been interbreeding for many hundreds 

of years). 

With regards to my German G-GF (PHB), I have now 

analyzed his ancestors – and have confirmed that on his 

father’s side – they are all 100% fully interlinked going back 

at least 500 years. It is like I am receiving a solid dose of 

atDNA from 1/8th of my heritage, as a result. This is why I 
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see atDNA Magnification so strongly in my FTDNA 

Family Finder results for my close family. 

5.1. Overall Data Facts 

 Using Gedmatch, there is a 14 cM matching between 
Reginald Solesbury b.1925 and Eric Shepherd (my 
GF’s son). 

 There is no direct Family Finder matching between 
Solesbury being found on any of my maternal close 
family members -  this usually  means that the 14cM 
matching  is due  to atDNA Magnification - refer p. 
263 of The King’s Son (The Evidence) (3rd Edition) 
re this topic. 

 Using common email matching, there are 36 email 
addresses that  match between Solesbury and  all my 
close family members - many of these are known to 
relate to me via my maternal German G-GF’s (i.e. 
PHB) Oldenburg derived ancestors -  which have a 
common ancestor being King  Christian III of 
Denmark b.1503   

 There are also indications of connections via 
Terwilliger and other "Dutch etc." surnames, which I 
also showed connect in with my Oldenburg 
connection - refer Chapters 9.4 and 10.10. 

 I also see Blankenship surname connections - which 
also indicate a German connection to me - I just do 
not know how - refer Chapter 10.3.3. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_III_of_Denmark
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_III_of_Denmark
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5.2 Genetic connections to Oldenburg – 
Brad’s Family 

 BOTH my maternal German side AND Scottish sides 
have Oldenburg ancestors. My Scots line comes from 
the marriage of King James III of Scotland to the 
daughter of King Christian I of Denmark b. 1426, 
which may be showing through - ever so slightly.  

 However behind my German Baden surname 
connection (refer Chapter 10.9, as we have a 
"Ross" connection between Solesbury and my close 
family) are 7 occurrences of King Christian III of 
Denmark b.1503. Also behind my German 
Sommerfeldt (refer Chapter 10.8, as we have a 
Sommerfeldt connection) is 1 occurrence of 
King Christian III of Denmark b.1503. 

 There are 5 common email surnames (of the 36) 
which are the exact names – the same as a colleague 
of mine from work (i.e. Cory) - refer Chapter 10.10 
p.275. Cory is also related to me via King Christian III 
of Denmark b.1503. 

5.3 Genetic connections to Oldenburg – 
Wettin Man & Cory 

 I matched Solesbury vs “Wettin Man” Family Finder 
cousin list. There were only 3 common matches. I 
then looked up the common ancestors Simon Coburg 
and the Oldenburg’s – and there are some. Perhaps 
coincidently there are also only 3 common 
connections between my close family and Wettin Man 
as well (refer Chapter 9.3) 
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 I also matched Solesbury vs Cory (my work colleague) 
Family Finder cousin list, who is a descendant of King 
Christian III of Denmark b. 1503. Using common 
email matching, there are 20 email addresses 
that match between Solesbury and Cory. 

5.4 atDNA Assessment 

 If Solesbury was the son of Tsar Nicholas II 
then he would be a 3rd cousin once removed to 
my Uncle Eric Shepherd and my Aunt Thelma 
Shepherd (two children of my maternal GF). 
Given this closeness - then Solesbury should be 
showing up directly as a FF cousin on their FF panels 
- he doesn't. 

 We are getting a largish number of email surnames 
DNA matches between Solesbury and my close family 
- on my maternal side, the same sort of number as I 
have with my work colleague Cory. 

 All the above atDNA information, leads me to assess 
that Solesbury is possibly related to my close family 
via a distant Danish Oldenburg connection, such as 
King Christian III (who is the son of King Frederick I 
b. 1470). It is not a slam dunk result though. Without 
known Oldenburgs who are closely related to Prince 
Waldemar of Denmark, who declare their atDNA 
results - then the atDNA Analysis as performed here 
(and also in the 3rd Edition of my book) is both 
complex and not a straightforward science. Nor has it 
had acceptance from the Genealogical Community. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince_Valdemar_of_Denmark
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince_Valdemar_of_Denmark
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6. Photographic comparisons 

No analysis, such as this presents, can be complete without 

some photographic comparisons. Now – they can be 

controversial (again ). They can be wrong (refer the 1st 

Edition of my book). 

However, here they are: 

 

Reginald Solesbury b. 1894     Prince Waldemar’s brother 
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(we weren’t able to find a picture of him in his 20’s) 

 

 

Princess Anne (QEII’s daughter)        Kaye Solesbury 
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Whilst not conclusive by themselves, I can see why Kaye 

(and others) saw the similarities with BRF members. There 

are other photos of other comparisons of additional BRF 

members – however the above sample should suffice for 

the purposes of this Appendix 2. 

 

6. Conclusions 

Based on the various details we have brought together in 

this Appendix 2 – Brad Michael Little thought they were 

compelling enough to go to the trouble of working with 

Kaye to produce this paper. 

This paper brings together the following pieces of 

information (referenced back to the relevant Section in this 

paper), which together make it a possibility that Kaye’s 

Grandfather is an Oldenburg, due to: 

2. Proximity and timing; 

3. SNP  data which links to Driffield Terrace; 

4. YDNA STR analysis; 

5. AtDNA analysis; and 

6. Photographic comparisons 

Together they all directionally align. However, it isn’t a 

slam dunk. A slam dunk will need either 1. a known relative 

of Prince Waldemar to take an atDNA test OR 2. a known 

Oldenburg to take a Y-DNA test. 

The Russian Government has decided to further investigate 

Tsar Nicholas II’s (and his family) death – and apparently 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/23/russia-tests-romanov-royal-family-remains
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/23/russia-tests-romanov-royal-family-remains
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to undertake additional Y-DNA testing. That was back in 

2015 - so far no results have been announced publically. If 

the YDNA results do get announced, and they match the 

Reginald Solesbury Y-DNA and SNP – then we have the 

answer. 

There is more work that Kaye could choose to take - to 

further her investigation. However, it involves challenges of 

tracking down known Oldenburg descendants and 

convincing them to take DNA tests – just I faced in 

determining who my G-GF was. Perhaps Prince Harry 

would be a good chance – he seems like a good guy. 

There is also more analysis the Driffield Terrace DNA 

experts could undertake using atDNA. Is it possible that 

this grave holds the ancestors of four future Royal Lineages 

i.e. DF98 (from which came the Wettin line), DF96 (from a 

yet to be determined Royal line), DF63 (connected to the 

Lennox line) and DF19 (possibly from the Oldenburg line). 

It is always challenging to try to bring an absolute 

conclusion to such analysis, with limited data and 

information. However, this paper continues the analysis 

journey that began all those years ago when the initial 17 

marker Tsar Nicholas II STR markers were published.  

We shall see where this particular journey takes us in the 

future. It will most likely be another paper that completes 

the Oldenburg STR / SNP analysis and a Driffield Terrace 

atDNA analysis. 
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15. ATTACHMENTs 

15.22 Solesbury YDNA STRs 
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15.23 Oldenburg vs Wettin  

Ancient DNA Match 

Reginald Solesbury (Kit  No. 136272) (Oldenburg?) 

Haplogroup: P312 > DF19 

Gedmatch Code: T498233 

 

Note 1: Refer Appendix 1 for comparison details with  

other testers.  
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Simon Coburg (Kit  No. 231054) (Wettin) 

Haplogroup: U106>Z381>Z156>Z306>Z304> 

DF98>S18823>S22069>S8350>Y17443>BY3238 

Gedmatch Code: F231054 

 


